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COMPANY PROFILE

With more than 40 years of production and supply experience, and a professional design and 

development team integrating the development and production of all products, your best supplier 

of universal coupling and bearing is here.

Our group is mainly engaged in the production, processing and  trading  of  Bearing  and  Crossed 

Coupling. Our strong technical force,  rich manufacturing experience can meet the ordering needs 

of different customers, and have rich experience in the following industries: Metallurgy, Rolling Mills, 

Automobiles, Gearbox, Instrumentation, Motor,  Internal Combustion Engine,  Vehicle,  Agricultural Automobiles, Gearbox, Instrumentation, Motor,  Internal Combustion Engine,  Vehicle,  Agricultural 

Machinery, Construction Machinery, Power Station, Mines, Mining, Smelter, Packaging And Printing, 

Food Machine,  Plastic, Chemical Fiber, Audio-Visual, Electronic, Textile,Washing And Dyeing, Leather 

Processing, Wine, Beverage, Pharmaceutical, Crushing, Ceramic, Biochemical, Automotive System, 

Machine Tool Spindle,  Oil Pump Equipment,  Generator, Loading , And Unloading Machinery, with 

excellent quality, won the trust of our customers!

Mainly supply universal joint  coupling,  drive shaft,  deep groove ball bearing,  cylindrical roller bearing, 

spherical roller bearing, spherical roller bearing, tapered roller bearing, angular contact ball bearing,  self-aligning ball bearing, 

thrust ball bearing, pillow block, Cross shaft bearing, thrust roller bearing, joint bearing, needle bearing, 

coupling, ceramic bearing, outer spherical bearing, linear bearing, roller bearing, slewing bearing, cross 

roller bearing, one-way bearing,  linear guide slider, Forklift clutch bearing, adapter sleeve withdrawal 

sleeve, circlip, automobile hub bearing, lock nuts, bushing oil-free bearing, high temperature bearing, 

eccentric bearing, skeleton oil seal, spark plug, belt, etc.

Our industrial products can meet demands of ISO9001, TS16949 standards. 
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 DEEP GROOVE BALL BEARING
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PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION

Deep groove ball bearings are the most oftenly seen and widely used bearing type . You can see it in 
light industry and heavy industry everywhere, like scooter, baby swing car, toy car(especially small 
deep groove ball bearings), machinery, food machine, electrical motor, air conditioner and pulley, 
they have low friction, low noise and low vibration with high speed, so new energy cars also like using
this bearing too. Radial and axial loads in both directions are available, easy to mount, no need too 
muchmaintenance compare to other bearing style. 

SLGR offers variety of SLGR offers variety of deep groove ball bearings from inner ring 5mm to 500mm,a large range of 
designs are available,  like 600X, 610X, 620X, 630X, 640X, 6100X, 6220X,6230X, 6320X, 6330X, 
640X, 6180X, 6190X Series, materials from Iron Steel, Chrome Steel,Stainless Steel to Isolation 
material: Plastic, Nylon and isolate cover.  Cages covers rubber seal, steel, stainless steel, and open style. 
Normally bear radial load,  SLGR deep groove ball bearings are customizablefor special demand required. 

In deep groove ball bearing field, SKF from Sweden is best quality, recognized by bearing industry.
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CYLINDRICAL ROLLER BEARING

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION

SLGR Cylindrical Roller Bearings are also common seen, in heavy and light duty industry, different 
designs, like NU, NF, N, NR, NUP, NFP, NH, NJ+HJ, NJP, ECM, ECJ, EW, E, ECP; Series like 20X, 30X,
21X, 31X, 22X, 32X, 23X, 33X, Sizes from inner ring 5mm to 1000mm; Patterns from Single Row, 
Double Row to Four Row NN, NNF, NNU, FC, FCD...

Mostly are using in heavy radial loads application while also have good performance in high speed 
rotating. Same as deep groove ball bearing, it is also have advantages in low friction and long rotating life. 
Sealed cylindrical roller bearing is common to see, to protect it from Sealed cylindrical roller bearing is common to see, to protect it from water, dust and pollutants when 
running in factory production environments, it also has good effect in providing lubricant staying inside.
Split cylindrical roller bearing helps engineers and workers more easily to maintenance and replace 
bearings, also can reduce additional cost loss, only need to change inner ring if rollers and outer ring 
are still in good condition.

Combine the above advantages, in Large and medium-sized electric motors, locomotives, machine tool 
spindles, internal combustion engines, generators, gas turbines, gearboxes, rolling mills, vibrating screens, 
crank shafts and lifting and transporting machinery field, you will always find them.crank shafts and lifting and transporting machinery field, you will always find them.

In Cylindrical Roller Bearing field, FAG from Germany is able to supply top process, agreed by bearing industry.

Four Row 

Cylindrical Roller Bearings

ECM 
Brass Retainer

ECML Window Type 
Brass Retainer

NCF 
Full Complement 

NJ
Iron Retainer

NJG
Full Complement 

Double Row 
Cylindrical Roller Bearings

Double Row 
Full Complement 
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TAPER ROLLER BEARING

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION

Single row 
Tapered roller bearings

Four row
Tapered roller bearings

Double row 
Tapered roller bearings

Same as Cylindrical Roller Bearing and Deep Groove Ball Bearing, the Tapered Roller Bearing is 
also a regular bearing. Often in the Inch dimension. In the international market, TIMKEN brand is 
best in it. Speed, loading capacity, dirty protect, high or low temperature, and vibration demand 
can be all settled. 

Cup and Cone are separated, during rotating, low friction low noise, lubrication can be provided. 
One tapered roller bearing can work together with another second tapered roller bearing preload 
by engineers and assembly workers. by engineers and assembly workers. 

Single row tapered roller bearings can be seen in automobile motor engine, and back to back, face 
to face matched assembly is common operations, plastic machine always using them. Double row 
tapered roller bearings normally application in gear box, hoisting equipment, rolling machine, 
mining industry.

Four row tapered roller bearings mostly using in metallurgy and Rolling Mill industry.
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SPHERICAL ROLLER BEARING

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION

Iron retainer with seal

Spherical roller bearing

Iron Retainer

Spherical roller bearing

Copper retainer

Spherical roller bearing

SLGR Spherical roller bearing bear responsibility in heavy radial and axial loads. Paper machine, 

speed reducer, axle of railway vehicle, bearing seat of gear box of steel rolling mill, roller of steel

rolling mill, crusher, vibrating machine, printing machine, woodworking machine, turbine main 

shafts, continuous casters, reducer of all kinds of industries use this style a lot, which is invented

by SKF group in 1919. Now we can produce and supply both open and sealed type spherical roller 

bearing, little maintenance cost, long using life, high speed available is its advantage, often assembly

in Bearing Unit(Pillowin Bearing Unit(Pillow Block), along with adapter sleeve, locating ring, and nut. Of course, Sweden 

SKF is in first place in this type of bearing, but our SLGR offers high cost performance where some 

application not so high performance required, so as to help SLGR customers reduce their cost and 

win their business in the competitive market.
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SELF-ALIGNING BALL BEARING

Self-aligning ball bearings are suitable for applications such as when it is difficult to align the shaft 
with the housing or when the shaft is easily bent. In this bearing, the raceway surface of the outer 
ring is spherical, and the center of curvature coincides with the center of the bearing. Therefore, 
the inner ring, the ball, and the shaft of the cage can rotate freely around the center of the bearing. 
The cage is generally a punched cage. Self-aligning ball bearings do not have a high axial load 
capacity due to their small contact angle. The permissible alignment angle under normal load is 
approximatelyapproximately 0.07 to 0.12 radians (4 to 7 degrees). However, please note that this centering angle 
may not be acceptable depending on the mounting dimensions around the bearing.

Since the trajectory of the outer ring is spherical and the center of curvature coincides with the 
center of the bearing, the inner ring, ball, and cage can rotate even if they are tilted to some extent 
with respect to the outer ring (there is self-alignment). ).

Therefore, it is suitable for applications where the misalignment between the shaft and the housing 
and the deflection of the shaft are likely to occur. In addition, if an adapter is used for the bearing 
with tapered holes, it can be easily attached to the shaft.with tapered holes, it can be easily attached to the shaft.

Self-Aligning 
Ball Bearing

Self-Aligning 
Ball Bearing Brass Retainer

Self-Aligning Ball Bearing 
Double-Sided Rubber Seal

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION
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ANGULAR CONTACT BALL BEARING

Angular contact ball bearings with contact angles are suitable for applications that require high precision 

and high speed rotation, and can receive combined loads.

Single row bearings can carry radial and unidirectional axial loads.  It is also possible to apply axial loads 

in both directions by combining or using a double row type.    *  Depends on the combination method.   

Single row angular contact ball bearings.   The standard contact angles are 15 °, 30 °, and 40 °, with 

auxiliary symbols "C", "A (omitted)", and "B", respectively.The smaller the contact angle, the more suitable

 for high-speed rotation, and the larger the contact angle, the greater the axial load capacity.  for high-speed rotation, and the larger the contact angle, the greater the axial load capacity. 

Angular contact ball bearings are often used with preload in order to increase the rigidity and rotational 

accuracy of the bearing.Combination angular contact ball bearings 

Back combination.   An array in which two single-row angular contact ball bearings are mounted with the 

backs of the outer rings close to each other.  Suitable when a moment is applied.  Tighten the inner ring 

to give an appropriate preload.

Front combination.  An array in which two single-row angular contact ball bearings are mounted with the 

front of the outer ring close to each other. The ability to support the moment is inferior to the back front of the outer ring close to each other. The ability to support the moment is inferior to the back 

combination type.  Tighten the outer ring to give an appropriate preload.

Parallel combination.  This is an array in which two single-row angular contact ball bearings are mounted 

side by side with the front of the other outer ring close to the back of one outer ring. Suitable for receiving

large axial loads in one direction.

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION

 Brass retainer
Angular contact ball bearings

Nylon retainer
Angular contact ball bearings

Single row 

Iron shielded
Angular contact ball bearings

Double row
Angular contact ball bearings

Open 
Angular contact ball bearings

Double rubber shielded
Angular contact ball bearings

Double row Four point

Four point Brass retainer
 Angular contact ball bearing
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 THRUST BALL BEARING

A bearing composed of a washer-shaped track board with a track groove and a ball / cage assembly.
The track board attached to the shaft is called the shaft track board (or shaft washer), and the track board 
attached to the housing is called the housing track board (or housing washer).
Single flat seat thrust ball bearing

A ball held by a cage is held between the shaft track board corresponding to the inner ring and the housing
track board corresponding to the outer ring, and can receive only an axial load in one direction.
Duplex thrust angular contact ball bearingsDuplex thrust angular contact ball bearings

It can support axial loads in both directions and has a large contact angle, resulting in high rigidity in the axial
direction. Due to its structure, it is not suitable for grease-lubricated vertical shafts.
Combination angular contact ball bearing for high speed (for axial load)
It can be used in the rear combination (DB) and can support only axial loads in both directions. It is faster than 
compound thrust angular contact ball bearings, but has less axial rigidity.
Flat seat type The mounting seat of the housing track board is flat.
Concentration seatConcentration seat

The mounting seat of the housing track board is spherical. When mounted on a spherically machined mating
part, its alignment can reduce the effects of mounting errors.
With centering washer

Two centering washers are combined with a centering seat type compound thrust ball bearing. Even if the 
mating part does not have spherical processing, it can have alignment. Due to its alignment, the effects of
mounting errors can be reduced.

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION

One-way 
Thrust Ball Bearing

One-way Thrust Ball Bearing
Brass Retainer

Angular Contact 
Thrust Ball Bearing
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NEEDLE ROLLER BEARING

In China, needle roller bearings mostly produced in Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, where 

our head office location nearby. SLGR has modified roller and raceway so as to release stress 

between them, then the bearing running life can be extended. End users learns profit from this 

design. Mainly used big quantity in cars, cultivator, textile machine, machine tool̓s change speed 

device.

K: Centrally rolling needle and cage assembly; NA, NKI, RNA, NK:  Single or Double Row Needle

roller bearing with double locking ring; HK:roller bearing with double locking ring; HK: Stamping outer ring needle bearing. SLGR has great 

performance in this needle roller bearing like INA, a Germany company.

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION

NKIA
Combined needle roller with
angular contact ball bearing

NKIB
Combined needle roller with
angular contact ball bearing

Drawn cup needle 
roller bearings

Machined needle roller bearing 
without inner ring.
open style

Needle roller bearings 
with machined rings

Spherical needle 
roller bearings

Needle roller 
bearing components

Needle roller bearing 
components Nylon retainer

Needle roller thrust bearing

Machined needle roller bearing 
without inner ring.

double rubber shielded
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 LINEAR BEARING

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION

LM-LUU 
Lengthen standard linear 

LMF-UU 
Round flange series

LMF-LUU 
Lengthen Round flange series

LMK-UU 
Square flange serires

LMK-LUU 
Lengthen Square flange serires

LMH-UU 
Trimming flange series

The linear bush is a linear guide used in combination with a cylindrical LM shaft.

Linear motion is achieved with the minimum frictional resistance, and highly accurate and nimble motion 

can be obtained.

Guide ball bush.   Due to the 4-row circular arc groove (rolling groove), the rated load is more than double

that of the linear bush LM type of the same size, which is in point contact.

LMHB type with press-fitting.  A type of linear bush that is assembled by press-fitting the main body into 

the housing.  It enables reduction of assembly man-hours and contributes to the housing.  It enables reduction of assembly man-hours and contributes to assembly automation and 

productivity improvement.

Linear bush.  The outer diameter of the linear bush is the most accurate cylindrical shape and is widely used.

Linear bush with flange.  The outer cylinder and flange are integrated and can be bolted directly to the 

housing for easy installation.

LM case unit.  One LM type and two SL types are built into a compact and lightweight aluminum case, 

so it can be installed by simply bolting it to the table.

LM shaft support.   A support base for fixing a lightweight aluminum shaft. LM shaft support.   A support base for fixing a lightweight aluminum shaft. Since the LM shaft mounting 

part has a slit, the LM shaft can be firmly tightened with bolts.

LM-UU 
Standard linear bearing

LM-OP 
Standard linear bearing

LM-AJ 
Clearance Adjustable Bearing

KH-PP
Stamped linear bearings
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SPHERICAL PLAIN BEARING

Spherical Plain Bearing Rod End Spherical Plain Bearing 

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION

SLGR self-lubricate Spherical plain bearing always supplied with eye bolt bearing when bearing 
warehouse owners make orders. Engineering hydraulic cylinder, forging machine tools, engineering 
machinery, automation equipment, automobile shock absorbers,  hydraulic machinery industry 
clients like to order this type of bearing, sometimes they customize it. You can send us drawing 
and we will satisfy your demands. GE.E, GE.ES, GE.ES-2RS, GE.ESN, GE.HS, GE.DE, GE.DS style is 
normal spherical plain bearing, GAC.S, is angular contact plain bearing, GX.S is thrust spherical 
plain bearing;  SI.E, SA.E,  SI.ES,  SA.ES,  SIB.S,  SAB.S,  SQ is rod end joint bearing; GE.C, GE.T, plain bearing;  SI.E, SA.E,  SI.ES,  SA.ES,  SIB.S,  SAB.S,  SQ is rod end joint bearing; GE.C, GE.T, 
GE.CS-2Z, GEEW.T, GE.F, GE.F2, GE.FSA, GE.FIH is self-lubrication radial joint bearing;  GAC.F is 
Self-lubricate angular contact joint bearing;  GX.F is self-lubricate thrust plain bearing; SI.C, SA.C, 
SI.CS-2Z, SA.CS-2Z, SIB.C, SAB.C, SIB.F, SAB.F and SQ.L style self-lubrication rod-end joint bearing. 

INA from Schaffler Goup in Germany is leader company in this bearing field.  SLGR is your replacing 
choice of Spherical plain bearing and rod end bearing. 
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SPHERICAL PLAIN BEARING

Spherical Roller Thrust Bearing

Cylindrical Roller Thrust Bearing

Thrust Needle Roller Bearings

Tapered Roller Thrust Bearing

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION

Thrust roller bearings are used to bear the combined axial and radial load,  which is mainly the axial load

but the radial load shall not exceed 55% of the axial load. Compared with other thrust roller bearings, this 

kind of bearing has lower friction factor, higher speed, and has self-aligning performance.

Mainly used in machinery such as heavy-duty machine tools, high-power marine gearboxes, oil drilling rigs, 

vertical motors, etc.

Needle Bearing / Thrust bearing

NTB WS GS AZK AZNTB WS GS AZK AZ

SLGR  thrust bearings are highly rigid bearings that combine precision machined cages to provide a large 

load capacity in a small space.  These bearings include thrust needle bearings that use needle-shaped 

rollers, thrust roller bearings that use cylindrical rollers, and various raceway rings, so you can select them 

according to the conditions of use. In addition, if the bearing mounting surface of the machine is heat-treated

and ground and can be used as a raceway surface, it can be used without a raceway ring, making it even 

more compact. Since it is suitable for high-speed rotation and fluctuating heavy loads, it is ideal for places

that require high precision, such as automobile drive mechanisms, machine tools, and high-pressure pumpsthat require high precision, such as automobile drive mechanisms, machine tools, and high-pressure pumps.
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SLEWING BEARING

Eight-Point
Contact Slewing Ring

Slewing Ring Bearing 
With Crossed Rollers

Cross Roller
Bearing

Internal Gear 
Slewing Ring

External Gear 
Slewing Ring

Custom 
Slewing Ring

Three-Row Roller 
Slewing Ring

Four-Point 
Contact Slewing Ring

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION

Swing bearing type
The single row ball type is a standard type of swivel bearing, which is easy to handle and widely used.It has an 
internal structure of a 4-point contact type angular last ball bearing, and can simultaneously apply combined 
loads such as thrust load, radial load, and moment. The inner and outer ring raceways consist of two arcs, and 
the balls are arranged in a row.

Since a large ball diameter can be used, it features a compact design structure with a large rated load.

Swivel bearing structureSwivel bearing structure
① Inner ring  ·  ② Outer ring  ·  ③ Steel ball (rolling body)  ·  ④ Spacer (seat)
⑤ Gear ·  ⑥ Seal ·  ⑦ Mounting hole

Grease Nipple / Grease
Swing bearings are generally grease lubricated and can be easily replenished with grease nipples on the outer 
or inner rings.

Stopcock / S mark
The swivel bearing has a hole for The swivel bearing has a hole for inserting a steel ball in the radial direction in the toothless raceway ring, and after 
inserting the steel ball, it is closed with a stopcock and fixed with a taper pin to assemble. Since the track surface
at the stopcock position and the S mark position is a soft zone that has not been subjectedto high-frequency 
quenching, it is necessary to set it at the position where the load is the least applied when installing it.
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HIGH TEMPERATURE BEARING

228 Series 

High Temperature Bearing

VA201 Series 

High Temperature Bearing

High Temperature 

Bearings And Housings

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION

Main high temperature resistant centering ball bearings, high temperature resistant deep bearing balls, etc.
High-temperature work equipment such as metallurgy ,  kiln furnace,  blast furnace,  blast furnace, lacquer 
equipment, etc.

High temperature bearings that combine ceramics and multiple solid lubrications
When normal bearings are used in high temperature environments,  the heat causes the lubricant to deteriorate 
and the bearings to break prematurely. Especially in a vacuum, outgas is generated, which may deteriorate 
the quality and yield of products the quality and yield of products in the manufacturing process. For this reason, bearings that operate stably 
even in high-temperature environments are required.

At JTEKT, there are various types such as all-ball ceramic bearings made of silicon nitride with heat resistance
of 800 ° C, solid lubrication type with tungsten disulfide for 350 ° C, and solid lubrication PEEK resin cage type 
for 300 ° C. With a comprehensive lineup, we have achieved adaptation to high-temperature environments 
with complex elements such as cleanliness, vacuum, and corrosion resistance.
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ECCENTRIC BEARING

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION

It is a very useful bearing type. It mainly includes outer ring, inner ring, rolling element flower basket, 
and rolling element. The eccentric bearing has a simple structure and is convenient to use. The eccentric
function can be realized without an eccentric shaft, and the manufacturing cost of the eccentric
mechanism is reduced.

The eccentric bearing is a very important bearing in the cycloid reducer. The original eccentric bearing
consists of three parts: an eccentric sleeve and two 502 series cylindrical rollers. The eccentric sleeve 
and the inner ring of the bearing are integrated to form an eccentric bearing.and the inner ring of the bearing are integrated to form an eccentric bearing.

Features of eccentric bearings:  The inner hole of the inner ring is an eccentric hole,  and there is a 
longitudinal keyway on the inner side wall of the eccentric hole.
Application of eccentric bearings: reducer, petrochemical, textile, metallurgy, mining, steel mills, etc. 
light and heavy machinery, etc.
Eccentric bearings mainly include outer ring, inner ring, basket of rolling elements, and rolling elements. 
The eccentric bearing has simple structure and convenient use,  greatly simplifies the eccentric 
mechanism, and at the same time saves labor, time and assembly of the eccentric mechanism.mechanism, and at the same time saves labor, time and assembly of the eccentric mechanism.
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ONE-WAY BEARING

Steel BallInter Ring

Retainer Outer RingSeals

Seals

PRODUCT STRUCTURE

A one-way bearing is a kind of bearing that can rotate freely in one direction and lock in the other 
direction. One-way bearings are also called overrunning clutches,  but they are named according 
to different industries and different functions. The metal shell of a one-way bearing contains a lot 
of rollers, needles or balls, and the shape of its rolling seat (cavity) makes it only roll in one direction, 
and it will produce a lot of resistance in the other direction ( The so-called "one-way").

A one-way bearing is a kind of bearing that can rotate freely in one direction and lock in the other 
direction.  The metal shell of a one-way bearing contains a lot of rollers,  needles or balls, and the direction.  The metal shell of a one-way bearing contains a lot of rollers,  needles or balls, and the 
shape of the rolling seat  (cavity)  makes it only roll in one direction,  and it will produce a lot of
resistance in the other direction.

The solid one-way bearing uses GCr15 bearing steel, the hardness after heat treatment is HRC61-65, 
the bearing is small in size and has high load-carrying capacity, there is enough space for storing 
grease, and there is a longer relubrication interval.

Main  uses:  textile machinery;  printing machinery;  automotive industry;  household appliances; 
currency detectors.currency detectors.
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AUTOMOBILE WHEEL HUB BEARING

INSERT BEARING

CERAMIC BEARING
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 TRACK ROLLER BEARING

FORKLIFT  BEARING
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 PILLOW BLOCK BEARING

PRODUCT STRUCTURE

SLGR pillow block bearing also name Split bearing unit.  It can be devided into electrical motor 

bearing,  rolling mill bearing,  supporting bearing and main bearing;  also can be devided into 

ceramic bearing,stainless steel bearing and plastic bearing. Often cooperate with cardan shafts, 

universal couplings in steel factory. Also can be seen in food machinery, in stainless steel style or 

plastic style. UCP, UCF, UCT is China pillow block bearing name. SY.TF, FYTB, SNL5XX, SNL2XX

is SKF plummer block bearing name, FAG name as SNV.  SLGR is give name to pillow block bearing

according top quality SKF brand.according top quality SKF brand.
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BEARING ACCESSORIES

Coupling Cross Joint Linear slide bearing

Adapter Sleeve Withdrawal Sleeves Circlip

Lock Nut Oil Seal Belts
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MAKE 100% EFFORTS  PROVIDE AUTHENTIC BRAND BEARING
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